Hello team, seems like this test fails on /dev/test being already present.

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.3-DVD-aarch64-extra_tests_filesystem@aarch64 fails in snapper_thin_lvm

Test suite description
Maintainer: okurz@suse.de
Filesystem related tests, for example snapper and btrfs features.

Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 117.13 (current job)

Expected result
Last good: 102.1 (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest

This particular problem was fixed in bsc#1184254. It has still failed once after that, but not because of this problem but because of a typing problem later in the test, which is related to other tickets about typing issues.
#3 - 2021-05-04 09:13 - szarate
- Target version set to Ready

#4 - 2021-05-04 09:37 - szarate
- Target version changed from Ready to QE-Core: Ready